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Research on nonlinear regression SVM
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Abstract. A kind of effective searching method for big data is improved. When search request
appears, search request intention of user will be analyzed, key words will be provided to user for
selection, and key words will be segmented after key words finally used by user are determined, and
thematic words and auxiliary words will be extracted. Thematic words and auxiliary words are
matched with history search successively to obtain search result. Contrastive analysis of simulation
experiment shows that improved searching method based on big data increases successful match
probability through word segmentation, utilizes history search result better, and saves searching
time and improves search efficiency.
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1. Introduction

IBM research shows that human created 90% data of the world in the past 2
years; IDC research shows that data storage content in the future 10 years will
increase by 50 times[2]. With approaching of big data[3] era, to process big data
better, many researchers realize parallel processing to big data through the mech-
anism where computational efficiency is improved by cloud computing technology,
which improves processing capacity to big data from different angles. Parallel pro-
gramming frame Google MapReduce[4] of Google, Twister[5] and Haloop[6] improv-
ing iterative computation processing, Pregel[7] improving processing capacity to big
data of graphic calculation are mainly contained, and Clustera, Dryad[8], Spark[9]
and Hadoop++[10] etc. are also contained.
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2. Improved big data searching frame

Fig.1 shows basic frame of improved big data searching. The frame analyzes
search request intention of user according to new search request from user, provides
key words to user for selection, and segments key words after key words finally used
by user are determined, and extracts thematic words and auxiliary words. Then
it judges whether precedent aimed at the search or partial search exists in history
search according to thematic words in key words, and if any, then history search
result can be shared to reduce time consumption caused by all searches aimed at big
data set again.
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  Fig. 1. Improved big data searching frame

The frame contains following parts:
Step 1: user proposes search request firstly.
Step 2: analyze search intention of search request, provide key search words with

similar search intention to user for selection, and obtain final key search words of
user. Segment key words and extract thematic words and auxiliary words.

Step 3: match thematic words for search with history search network, and 3 kinds
of condition of matching result appear.

(1) Complete matching. Complete matching shows that new search request from
user only contains thematic words and thematic words appeared once, so search
result in the past search can be utilized by the search directly, which means that the
search result of same history search can be shared. Because history search is just
search to data before a certain period of time, new data record may be produced
after the history search, and therefore, newly increased data shall be searched to
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obtain new search result. Combine history search result and new search result to
obtain final result required by user.

(2) Partial matching. Partial matching shows that thematic words and auxiliary
words have been extracted from key words of new search request from user, of which
thematic words appeared once, so search result in the same past search can be
utilized by the search directly, which means that the search result of same partial
history search can be shared. Because history search is just search to data before a
certain period of time, new data record may be produced after the history search,
and therefore, newly increased data shall be searched to obtain new search result.
Combine history search result and new search result to obtain result of match part
in search. Search auxiliary words continuously in result of match part in search to
obtain final result required by user.

(3) Mismatching. Complete mismatching shows that there is no history search
record for share in new search request from user, and all searches shall be re-executed
to obtain result required by user.

Step 4: feed back search result required by user to user.
Step 5: update history search network.

3. Key searching technology of big data after improvement

Under improved big data searching frame, key technologies, such as method for
provision of key search words of search intention in the frame, matching technol-
ogy of key search words and history search network, realization method for newly
increased data search, and update method of history search network etc., will be
mainly introduced as follows.

3.1. Method to extract key search words based on search
intention

Search request of user is a series of independent short text in fact. After sys-
tem receives search request of user, it will analyze search intention of search request
firstly, provide key search words with similar search intention to user for selection,
and obtain final key search words of user. Then it will segment key words[19]. A
word vector[20] will be obtained after word segmentation, of which every word is
marked with the characteristic, such as noun, verb, adjective and noun of locality
etc. Contribution of words with different characteristics to thematic expression is
different, of which verb and noun have the maximum contribution to thematic ex-
pression and identification, so the 2 kinds of characteristics can be mainly considered
in word frequency statistics and words with other characteristics can be ignored. Fi-
nally, thematic words and auxiliary words will be extracted from search request of
user.

HTTPCWS, CC-CEDICT, IK, Paoding, MMSEG4J. There are numerous dif-
ferent algorithms and tools for Chinese word segmentation. Existing word segmen-
tation algorithms[11] can be divided into three types: word segmentation method
based on string matching, word segmentation method based on understanding and
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word segmentation method based on statistics. Common word segmentation tools
include SCWS, FudanNLP, ICTCLAS, HTTPCWS, CC-CEDICT, IK, Paoding, and
MMSEG4J etc.

3.2. Matching of new search request and history search
network

Fig.2 shows a schematic diagram on matching of new search request and history
search network.

 
  Fig. 2. Schematic diagram on matching of new search request and history search

network

For application of big data, cloud database is generally used to store data record,
such as BigTable of Google, and Hbase cloud database of Apache etc.

Improved matching algorithm for matching of search request and history search
network is as follows:

Input: new search request (such as S1 and S7), history search network; output:
matching result of new search request and history search network.

Analyze search intention of user according to search request, provide key search
words concerned with search intention and obtain final key search words of user.

Match with history search network in cloud database;
do case: key words search (such as S1; S1 and S7; S7)
case: complete matching (such as S1)
Obtain history search result matching with S1 at node S1 in cloud database;
Search newly increased data after history search result deadline and obtain newly

increased search result;
Combine history search result with newly increased search result to obtain final

result, feed back it to user and update content of node S1.
case: partial matching (such as S1 and S7)
Obtain history search result partially matching with S1 at node S1 in cloud

database;
Search newly increased data after history search result deadline and obtain newly

increased search result;
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Combine history search result with newly increased search result to obtain final
result, and update content of node S1;

Search S7 continuously in S1 to obtain result Ru, and feed back it to user and
record the content to node Ru.

If there are additional key words, make matching continuously, obtain result and
feed back it to user and record the content to corresponding node.

case: mismatching (such as S7)
Search S7 in cloud database, obtain result and feed back it to user and record

the content to node (S7).
End Case
End of algorithm.

3.3. Realization method for newly increased data search

Assumed that cloud database table is used to store all records. One important
feature of cloud database is that when new record is stored, because all records are
supplemented in supplemental mode, all new records will be supplemented according
to supplement time sequence, which makes it quite convenient to obtain supplemen-
tal record, meaning that the last record of history search shall be found. Therefore
it is quite easy to obtain the number of newly increased record.

Assumed that a user needs to search all records containing “automobile” in mi-
croblog records of a website in this year, and someone made the same search his-
torically, but what is searched by the person is all records containing “automobile”
before May of this year, because new microblog records are supplemented continu-
ously, only all history records of the history search before May can be shared, and
newly increased data after May shall be searched again.

If the number of microblog record for “automobile with automatic catch” is to be
searched, the condition of “automatic catch” shall be searched continuously in 70000
microblog records meeting “automobile” condition to obtain final result.

3.4. Update method of history search network

Relationship on matching of new search request and history search network is
analyzed in Fig.2. Through analysis, it is obtained that search result of partial
searches can be shared, but new search condition S7 is not contained in history
search network, so (a) and (b) in Fig.2 shall be combined, and updated search
network obtained is as shown in Fig.3.

4. Simulation experiment

(1) Construction of experimental environment
Hadoop is used as experimental environment, 1 set is Master node, 1 set is shadow

node of Master node, and 2 sets are Slave nodes in 4 sets of machine used. Linux
operating system and various modules concerned with Hadoop are installed for 4
sets of machine.
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  Fig. 3. Updated search network

(2) Comparison of experimental methods
The experiment compares improved big data search method with unimproved

big data search method.
Comparison on simple query searching. Effective unimproved searching method

based on big data and effective improved searching method based on big data are
mainly used to compare big data search.

Comparison on complex query searching. Effective unimproved searching method
based on big data and effective improved searching method based on big data are
used to realize join search between 2 datasets, because the most representative search
in complex search is join search, and it involves big data computing problem among
numerous datasets. Its efficiency will affect implementation of real-time search for
complex search directly.

(2) Simulation experiment
Simulation experiment is as follows:
1) Comparison on simulation experiment of simple query searching
Simulation experiment 1 mainly verifies time comparison of single key word (such

as “automobile”) and numerous key words (such as “automobile with automatic
catch”) searching in unimproved and improved methods. Conclusion of simulation
experiment 1 is as shown in Fig.4.

 
  Fig. 4. Simulation result of simulation experiment 1

Improved searching method firstly makes word segmentation when executing
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searching, thematic word is “automobile” and auxiliary word is “automatic catch”.
Match thematic word “automobile” with history search network, and because there
is searching on records containing “automobile” in past history, only record of newly
increased part shall be searched again. “Automatic catch” shall be searched based
on record after history search result is combined with newly increased search part to
obtain result. Fig.4 shows a comparison on searching record of improved searching
method and unimproved searching method, from which it can be seen that fewer
searching records need to be searched in improved searching method, thus reducing
searching time greatly and improving search efficiency.

2) Comparison on simulation experiment of complex query searching
Simulation experiment 2 mainly verifies and searches Join connection of 2 datasets.

The simulation experiment chooses 2 tables from dataset directly for complex query
calculation of Join connection. Result of simulation experiment is as shown in Fig.5.
Fig.5 shows comparison on time consumption of unimproved searching method and
improved searching method, from which it can be seen that our searching method
reduces searching time and improves search efficiency because it only needs fewer
searches to record.

 
 Fig. 5. Result of simulation experiment 2

5. Conclusion

Aimed at low search efficiency of big data, this paper improves a kind of effective
searching method. Main improvement point is that when new search request ap-
pears, search request intention of user will be analyzed, key words will be provided
to user for selection, and key words will be segmented after key words finally used
by user are determined, and thematic words and auxiliary words will be extracted.
Successful match probability is increased through word segmentation, and history
search result can be utilized better to quicken search. Contrastive analysis of simu-
lation experiment shows that improved searching method based on big data utilizes
history search result better, reduces a great deal of repetitive computation to history
search, and saves searching time and improves search efficiency.
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